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He really did have the ability to fight the beast alone and possess the skills that would allow him to go

against Star Continent.

Even if he did not have anyone to back him up, he did not need to be afraid of any challenges from Star

Continent with his skills. Even the strongest person from Star Continent would be no match for Mozart.

Before this, everyone had been laughing at Edgar, wondering where he got the courage to do everything

he did.

All of that was gone. No one questioned a single thing Rose said anymore. Even if Rose was from a third-

grade world, those warriors from second-grade worlds would not dare to question a single thing he said.

That was the power of the strong.

They were the true ants in Rose’s eyes. They did not even have the right to question Rose!

Rowan gulped again. His eyes trembled and he froze in place. At that moment, he was just too shocked

by everything that had happened.

Valentina was more or less the same. At that moment, they realized that the situation had completely

changed. The position of predator and prey was switched!

At that moment, Rose slowly turned to Rowan and Valentina, “Do you still remember my request earlier?

You let me challenge the beast alone, so I’ll give you a chance to deal with things yourself. Of course, this

change will only extend to one person…”

Rose’s tone was very calm as if he was talking about something that was not worth mentioning. However,

it sounded incredibly loud in the ears of everyone who heard that.

Earlier, they had thought that Rose was just completely crazy to say all of that.

They finally realized that Rose had not been bragging at all. They had just been ignorant!

This guy had never regarded the other two as being worth his notice at all.

A spectator from a second-grade world covered his mouth and mumbled, “Do all of you still remember

what he said before? Even if the other three signed up, he would not be afraid! We thought that he was

just crazy to say something so absurd.”

“It seems like he was just speaking the truth! Nymm had not signed up, and Rose even looked like he felt

it was a pity. We had not been able to understand why before and thought that he had to have been

acting. It turns out, he really was regretting that he could not kill the three of them at once!”

Those words were like a reminder to everyone.

The earlier memory played in all their heads. Those scenes that had been a joke to them now made them

feel like idiots!

They had been the clowns the whole time. No wonder Rose’s expression had never changed no matter

what everyone else was saying. He always looked so confident. It was not that he was good at acting, it

was just that they were too ignorant! They had viewed a gem as a rottenstone!

“Who is he? Is it really possible that we don’t know someone so strong? He doesn’t have any special

symbols on him, so he must be from a third-grade world. However, any of the warriors from third-grade

worlds that are strong enough should be known by all of us.”

“No one fits his profile at all! Even with his mask on, what I can see doesn’t match a single person! Who

exactly is he? He might be stronger than Seymour!”

“Who knows?! However, no matter who he is, he’s absolutely in the top three in strength, maybe even first

place!”

When that was said, that person’s voice was trembling. No one expected the show they were watching to

have such a huge plot twist.

At that moment, Rowan had lost all his earlier arrogance.

He had looked at Rose with disdain and mockery the whole time. After all, he had thought that Rose was

only capable of bragging.
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